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§ …is integrated with public health and social services sectors 
and focuses on the people it is meant to serve by addressing 
inequities, high costs, poor coordination and other problems.

§ This system allocates resources wisely and delivers care that 
is equitable, effective, affordable and patient-centered.

A Patient-Centered, High-Value Health 
System….

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



@HealthValueHub

THE UNITED STATES HAS A HEALTHCARE VALUE PROBLEM
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§ ….requires an evidence-based understanding of the drivers 
of high costs, uneven quality and health inequities…

§ …as well as evidence about the strategies that counteract 
those drivers, incorporate patient preferences and needs, 
and systematically deliver high value.  

Creating A Patient-Centered, High-Value 
Health System…. 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



With support from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation: 

§ Altarum’s Healthcare Value Hub has free resources to help YOU work on 
healthcare value issues.  

§ The Healthcare Value Hub reviews evidence to identify the policies and 
practices that work best.

§ We support and connect consumer advocates across the U.S., providing 
comprehensive fact-based information to help them advocate for change, 
and connect them to researchers and other resources.  

What is the Healthcare Value Hub? 



A person whose job is to
protect and promote the welfare and 

rights of consumers,
for example, by 

giving advice, testing products 
or trying to improve laws relating to 

the sale of goods and services.
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What is a consumer advocate?

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub
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Free Hub Resources

COST & QUALITY                IMPROVING ADVOCATE STATE
PROBLEMS                          VALUE                      RESOURCES                    NEWS

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub
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A layered approach to Hub products

Extensive Evidence Review

Research Brief

Easy Explainer

Glossary

Infographic

Button

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



Road Map to a 
High-Value System:
Ø Consumer Harm
Ø Drivers of High Costs & 

Uneven Quality
Ø Solutions



Road Map:

The Story of 
Consumer Harm



§ 71% of Americans say the system is "in a state of crisis" or "has 
major problems.“ Gallup, Dec 2017

§ Americans are more worried about health care costs than the 
costs of college, housing or child care, Ipsos, 2018

§ On a bipartisan basis, Americans see a critical role for 
government in fixing the system. KFF, Dec 2016
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Focus groups and polling show…
Consumers are Outraged about 
Healthcare Costs & Complexity

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub

https://news.gallup.com/poll/223403/americans-hold-dim-view-healthcare-system.aspx
https://consumers4qualitycare.org/research/
http://files.kff.org/attachment/Topline-Kaiser-Health-Tracking%20Poll-Health-Care-Priorities-for-2017
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THE IMPACT OF HIGH 
PRICES AND UNEVEN 
QUALITY:



HOW CONSUMERS EXPERIENCE AFFORDABILITY PROBLEMS
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Consumer Healthcare Engagement Points



Road Map: 

Drivers of high costs, 
uneven quality and 
health inequities 
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Pop Quiz!Pop Quiz!
Which of these is the MOST 
important Healthcare Cost Driver?

• High unit prices
• High use of services
• Spending on unneeded care
• Aging of the population
• Something else
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Prices Drive Spending: 
2015-2016 Spending Increases Decomposed

Source: Health Care Cost Institute, Health Care Cost and Utilization Report, 2016



http:www.healthcarevaluehub.org/advocate-resources/drug-
spending/// 19



20Learn more at www.HealthcareValueHub.org/Drug-Spending/



Approximately 1 in 3 Healthcare Dollars is Waste





Road Map:
Final Word on Drivers

Ø Advocates, policymakers 
and others need a 
LOCAL playbook



http:www.healthcarevaluehub.org/advocate-resources/drug-
spending///
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Road Map:
Solutions





To assess interventions, ask:
1. Are you addressing the right system problem?

2. Have you targeted the right system actor?

3. Does the evidence show that it works? 

More than 50 solutions have been 
proposed

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



Road Map:

Solutions

Ø Accountability for 
States
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§ States are close to the unique, local market conditions that give rise to 
high prices, waste and “entrepreneurial spirit.” 

§ Inter-connectedness of the health system means a comprehensive view 
needed. 

§ The only stakeholder with the incentive to broadly consider the entire 
health system, from social determinants to provider workforce. 

§ When health system works well, helps all payers – relief for state 
budgets. 

§ Consumers, employers and even providers want states to play this role 
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Why Make States Accountable? 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



Assuming responsibility for a 

fair, efficient healthcare 

delivery system on behalf of all

state residents.   

State Accountability for Healthcare

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub
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Coverage and Healthcare Value are 
Intertwined

§ Coverage is the top factor in improving access to 
care, coordination of care and quality outcomes.

§ Better healthcare value is essential to sustaining 
coverage gains. 

§ Reforms designed to produce better healthcare 
value (provider payment reform, etc.) rely on a 
population with coverage. 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



Road Map:

Solutions

Ø Addressing Social 
Determinants of 
Health 
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Addressing Personal and Social Determinants 
of Health
§ Assess community needs and capacity to address needs

§ Collect data to better track disparities and support targeted 
interventions

§ Place-based, Accountable Health Structures, plus variations
§ Environmental nudges 
§ Social-medical models of care 

§ Address financing silos 
HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



§ “Place-based” approaches seek to integrate care, improve 
population health, and occasionally control costs. 

§ Place-based approaches use a backbone organization to 
coordinate healthcare (including behavioral health), public 
health, social services, and community-based supports to 
meet medical and social needs of all individuals living in a 
specific place.
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What are “Place-based, Accountable 
Health Structures”?

www.HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub



§ Strong evidence with respect 
to outcomes and possible 
savings when addressing 
complex patients
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Social-Medical Care Teams



Sample Website Profile

Does your state have these social-medical models? 
Find out using our Inventory by State!

http://www.healthcarevaluehub.org/advocate-resources/state-programs-address-complex-patients/

101 Programs in 34 states 
profiled

Is your local program missing? 
Let us know! 



Road Map:
Solutions

Ø Addressing High Unit 
Prices



UNREASONABLE PRICES: STRATEGIES
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Road Map:

Solutions
Ø Getting Utilization 

Right



GETTING UTILIZATION RIGHT: STRATEGIES
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Patient Shared 
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Up to 50% of our care may 
be provided without 
evidence of effectiveness
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Sufficient Comparative Effectiveness 
Research Underlies Many Value Efforts: 

HealthcareValueHub.org @HealthValueHub
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More strategies from the Healthcare Value Hub



Lift Up 
Consumer 
Voices
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§ Research Briefs and Easy Explainers

§ Links to key studies, curated news

§ Graphics/Infographics

§ Glossaries

§ Regular Webinars

§ State specific analyses

§ Custom webinars and help that’s a phone call 
away! 

§ All available at: HealthcareValueHub.org

Hub Resources:
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Pop Quiz!Pop Quiz!
Which Healthcare Value Strategies 
will YOU work on next?

• More State Accountability for Value
• Address Social Determinants of 

Health
• Address High Prices/Variation
• Address Waste in the System
• Something else



Questions? 

Contact Lynn at Lynn.Quincy@Altarum.org or any member of the Hub 
team with follow-up questions. 

Visit us at HealthcareValueHub.org and Altarum.org

Sign up to be notified about upcoming events, new 
publications, state news or Research Roundup at:
www.healthcarevaluehub.org/contact/stay-connected/

@HealthValueHub

mailto:Lynn.Quincy@Altarum.org

